Department: 11 Applied Social Sciences

Course title: Working with Groups and Teams

Hours per week (SWS): 3 SWS (3 Block Seminars: 22./23.03., 05./06.04., 31.05./01.06.2019)

Number of ECTS credits: 5 ECTS

Course objective: Learn how to plan and drive a learning experience in a group or a team

Prerequisites: None

Recommended reading: None

Teaching methods: You will experience a variety of methods used in social group work or in team development. Brief theory inputs will complement the learning.

Assessment methods: Attendance 80%. Design, lead and document a course sequence in a group.

Language of instruction: English

Name of lecturer: Bettina Reichart

Email: bettina.reichart@hm.edu

Link

Course content: The course will focus on practical experience in being a member and/or a leader of groups and teams. You will practice designing and leading a group sequence at chosen stages of a group/team and experiment with various methods of group work. The group will provide plenty of useful and friendly feedback to support your personal development in working with groups and teams.

Theory inputs will be limited and to the point, ranging from stages of group development to typical roles within a group/team, feedback rules and conflict resolution to the differences between groups and teams.

Remarks